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OVERVIEW 
 

The Logistics Cluster has been working over the course of the 
last year (2012 into 2013) to fill an operational support gap 
concerning the standardized monitoring and reporting of 
cargo movements and storage, when transport or storage 
services were being offered through the Logistics Cluster as 
part of an emergency response. In the past various locally 
generated Excel tools have provided a variety of Logistics 
Cluster operations with cargo monitoring and reporting 
support. However, some limitations existed, and these 
shortcomings meant a more robust solution, the Relief Item 
Tracking Application (RITA), was required for the Logistics 
Cluster. 

 
RITA, a WFP developed web-based application, allows for better management of service requests, easier training of 
staff in the field, remote login by customers, and better consolidation of service reporting. Most importantly for the 
Logistics Cluster, RITA is immediately deployable for any new operation and requires a minimal amount of training: the 
“drag and drop” interface is easy to master and relates well to existing computing standards, and the navigation within 
the system is organised by function (Input, Receive, Dispatch) in a logical sequence. For the field level Logistics Clusters, 
and partners offering service provision through the Logistics Cluster, having easily accessible information on current and 
upcoming movement requests allows for a greater degree of transport planning. Additionally, operations are now able 
to report standard metrics of their performance to date, and immediately provide users and the Cluster with the most 
recent data entered by remote operators. For customers, the added functionality offered by RITA includes a unique 
tracking number, which enables the user directly to gather an overview of basic information concerning the disposition 
of their shipment through the main RITA website.  
 
SPECIFICATIONS AND KEY FEATURES 
 

The strength in RITA lies in its powerful reporting tools and 
customer support features. The system allows for various 
reports to be generated within set date ranges and for export 
to Excel-customized reports, based on operator needs. Also, 
not only does RITA provide information on cargo movements, it 
can also act as a basic warehouse reporting tool. Some other 
key features include, but are not limited to: 
 
 Warehouse reporting based on a set date range to show 

past stock levels and activity 
 Detailed dispatch reporting 
 Detailed reporting for agencies showing past activity and 

the status of their items currently in the system 
 Consignment information for all movement planning 
 Consignment information broken down by agency, type of cargo, and location 
 Updates available to users through a consignment disposition screen accessed through a unique tracking number 

 
RITA TODAY 
 

This simple, yet powerful application has allowed the Logistics Cluster to report to the users of, and donors to, its 
common service provision with an unprecedented level of consistency, accuracy, and detail. Through extensive user 
testing, it now stands as the standard to be used in any future emergency operation. In addition, RITA will be adopted 
as the reporting tool for WFP operations providing NFI storage and transport support. 
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As of the writing of this report, RITA has been successfully deployed to three operations. The South Sudan and Syria 
Logistics Cluster emergency responses have implemented the RITA system as their common service reporting tool. In 
addition, WFP Zimbabwe has deployed it to support their storage and transport service provision to other agencies. 
Seventy four agencies rely on RITA for the reporting of their cargo and twenty five operators have been trained globally, 
to include non-WFP operators. For the Syria (Syria Reporting) and South Sudan (South Sudan Common Service 
Reporting) operations, RITA has tracked and reported on the 682 requests for common services submitted by 
humanitarian agencies.  
 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
 

The application has been 90% completed according to original specifications, and is undergoing continued development 
to meet new needs and accommodate requests arising from the established operational instances and interested users. 
They system can now support any new emergency operation, but continued development to make it even more 
powerful is desired. Future features to be added to the application. 
 
 User agency login to create consignment request(s) 
 Capacity to track value of services provided 
 Waybill generation and tracking 
 Automatic emails to users for updates on cargo status 
 Invoice generation 
 Offline functionality for remote sites 
 Accessible by tablet devices 

 


